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Abstract 
Zhang, F. and X. Guo, Directed tree structure of the set of Kekule patterns of generalized polyhex 
graphs, Discrete Applied Mathematics 32 (1991) 295-302. 
In this paper we define the concept of g-sextet rotation graph of a generalized polyhex graph G, 
and prove that the g-sextet rotation graph D(G) of G is a directed tree. This conclusion is a 
generalization of [l] and also valid for any polyhex fragment graphs. Furthermore, by our results, 
an error in a proof [2] of the Ohkami-Hosoya conjecture [3] about a one-to-one correspondence 
between Kekule and sextet patterns of a polyhex graph is corrected. 
A polyhex graph, also called hexagonal system, benzenoid system, honeycomb 
system, is a finite connected plane graph with no cut-vertices in which every interior 
region is a hexagonal unit cell [5] (a regular hexagon). 
In [l], a generalized polyhex graph was defined to be a graph obtained from a 
polyhex graph G by deleting all the vertices and edges which lie in the interiors of 
a group of separated cycles inside G (that is, each of separated cycles contains no 
vertex on the boundary of G). In other words, the set of generalized polyhex graphs 
contains not only the polyhex graphs but also those changed polyhex graphs with 
holes. 
In the present paper we further extend the concept of a generalized polyhex graph 
to a finite connected plane graph with no cut-vertices on the regular hexagonal lat- 
tice (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
In addition, an arbitrary finite connected subgraph of the regular hexagonal lat- 
tice is called a polyhex fragment graph (see Fig. 2). 
A Kekule pattern k (or a perfect matching) of a polyhex fragment graph G is a 
set of independent edges of G which saturate all vertices of G. An edge in k is said 
to be a k-double bond, otherwise a k-single bond. 
In [2], a polyhex fragment graph with Kekule pattern is called a Kekule 
honeycomb fragment graph, simply a KHF graph. 
For convenience’ sake, a generalized polyhex is to be placed on a plane so that 
two edges of each hexagon are parallel to the vertical line. 
Let G be a generalized polyhex graph, and let k be a Kekule pattern of G. A cycle 
C with h edges in G is called a k-conjugated cycle if C has exactly +h edges which 
are k-double bonds. A k-conjugated cycle is called a right (left) k-conjugated cycle 
if its extreme right (left) vertical edge is a k-double bond [2]. 
In [4,1], the sets of three circularly arranged double bonds in a hexagon of a given 
Kekule pattern are called proper and improper sextets (see Fig. 3), respectively. The 
sextet rotation (R) was defined as a simultaneous rotation of all the proper sextets 
of a given Kekule pattern kj into improper sextets to give another Kekule pattern 
k,, denoted by R(k;) = kj or k;G kJ. The sextet rotation graph D(G) of G is a 
digraph whose vertices are the Kekule patterns of G, and there is an arc from k; to 
kj in D(G) iff R(k;)=kj. 
The directed tree structure of the sextet rotation graph D(G) of a polyhex graph 
G was first investigated by Ohkami, Motoyama, Yamaguchi, Hosoya and Gutman 
[4]. In [I], Chen Zibo generalized the previous result in [4], and gave the following 
theorems: 
If G is any polyhex graph, then D(G) is a directed tree. The root of 
D(G) corresponds to the root Kekule’ pattern (i.e., a Kekule’ pattern 
with no proper sextet) [ 1, Theorem 21. 
If G is any generalized polyhex graph, then D(G) is a directed k-tree 
(kr l), i.e. a directed forest with k roots [l, Theorem 31. 
0 
I 0 I’ / 
proper sextet 
Fig. 3. 
improper sextet 
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Fig. 4. 
Note that if G is a generalized polyhex graph, D(G) need not be a directed tree, 
and the root Kekule pattern of G may be not unique. This brings about some dif- 
ficulty to investigate the further properties of generalized polyhex graphs. It is 
natural to consider the possibility of generalizing the result in [l, Theorem 21 to 
generalized polyhex graphs. 
An initial attempt was to generalize the concept of proper (improper) sextet so 
that we can consider not only the rotation of a proper sextet but also the rotation 
of such a right conjugated cycle which is the boundary of any interior face of a 
generalized polyhex graph. Unfortunately, there are still some difficulties. The 
generalized polyhex graph G shown in Fig. 4 has three Kekule patterns in which the 
boundary of any interior face of G is not a right conjugated cycle, hence these are 
three root Kekule patterns of G. 
A further consideration was whether the sextet rotation could be generalized to 
rotate all the disjoint right conjugated cycles. It is easy to see that for a given Kekule 
pattern k of a generalized polyhex graph G, two right k-conjugated cycles may have 
common edges, and the maximal sets of disjoint right k-conjugated cycles are not 
unique (see Fig. 5). So f?(k) is also not unique. This means that the corresponding 
rotation graph D(G) of G is not a directed tree. 
In order to surmount the above difficulties, we need to give new concepts and 
definitions. 
Definition 1. Let C be a right (left) k-conjugated cycle of a generalized polyhex 
graph G with Kekule pattern k. C is said to be a generalizedproper (improper) sextet 
of G, simply a proper (improper) g-sextet, if there is no other right (left) k- 
conjugated cycle of G whose interior is contained in the interior of C. In other 
(@) @x& 
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Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. The right conjugated cycle Cl is a proper g-sextet, but the right conjugated cycle C, is not a pro- 
per g-sextet, since the interior of Cl is contained in the interior of Cl. 
words, a proper (improper) g-sextet of G is a minimal right (left) k-conjugated cycle 
(see Fig. 6). 
Lemma 2. Let Ci be a proper (improper) g-sextet of a generalized polyhex graph 
G. Then either C, is a hexagon or in the interior of Ci there is an interior face of 
G whose boundary is not a hexagon (namely a hole). 
Proof. Let Ci a proper g-sextet of G. Suppose C, is not a hexagon and in Cj there 
is no hole. Then the subgraph G’ of G, bounded by Cj, is a polyhex graph. Since 
C, is a k;-conjugated cycle, by [6], G’ has no fixed bond. Let e be an edge in the 
interior of Cj whose end vertex u is on C; (see Fig. 7). Then there is a KekulC pat- 
tern kJ in G such that e is a k,-double bond. So in the symmetric difference kink, 
there is a kj (kj)-conjugated cycle Cj which contains e and e* (see Fig. 7). Let the 
segment oe . . . u’ on Cj have only its end vertices u and u’ on Cj. Then the segment 
ve... u’ on Cj and the segment ve* . . . o’ on C; form a right k;-conjugated cycle C* 
whose interior is contained in the interior of C,. This contradicts that C; is a proper 
g-sextet of G. 0 
Lemma 3. Let G be a generalized polyhex graph with a KekulP pattern k, and let 
Ci, Cj be distinct proper (improper) g-sextets of k in G. Then 
(i) Ci with its interior and Cj with its interior are disjoint, 
(ii) the set of all the proper (improper) g-sextets of k in G is unique. 
Proof. (i) If C,tl Cj=0, but their interior regions overlap, then C, (or Cj) is in the 
interior of Cj (C;). Thus Cj (C,) is not a minimal k-conjugated cycle, a con- 
tradiction. 
Fig. I. 
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Now assume that Gin Cj#0. Without loss of generality, we assume there is an 
edge e on Cj which is in the interior of C,, and one end vertex u of e is on Cj (see 
Fig. 7). By the same reason as in the proof of Lemma 2, in Ci there is a right k- 
conjugated cycle C *, again a contradiction. 
By (i), the conclusion in (ii) holds obviously. 0 
By Lemma 2, if G is a polyhex graph, then a minimal k-conjugated cycle of G 
must be a hexagon. This means that the proper (improper) sextet is a special case 
of the proper (improper) g-sextet. On the other hand, by Lemmas 2 and 3, the set 
of all proper (improper) g-sextets has similar properties as the set of all proper (im- 
proper) sextets of a polyhex graph. Therefore the concept of the proper (improper) 
g-sextet is a natural generalization of the concept of the proper (improper) sextet. 
And the concepts of the g-sextet rotation, the g-sextet rotation graph and the root 
Kekule pattern of G can be defined in the same way as for a polyhex graph. 
Definition 4. The g-sextet rotation (R) of a generalized polyhex graph G is a 
simultaneous rotation of all the proper g-sextets of a given Kekule pattern k, into 
left conjugated cycles to give another Kekule pattern kj, denoted by R(k,) = kj, or 
k;~ k/. 
Definition 5. The g-sextet rotation graph D(G) of a generalized polyhex graph G 
is a digraph whose vertices are the Kekule patterns of G, and there is an arc from 
kj to kj in D(G) iff R(k;) = kj. 
Definition 6. Let G be a generalized polyhex graph. A Kekule pattern with no pro- 
per g-sextet of G is called a root Kekule pattern. 
Now we can give our main results. 
Definition 7. Denote the boundary of G by C(G) and let f be an interior face of 
G with boundary C(f). The distance off from C(G), denoted by d(f), is defined 
as follows: If C(f) possesses an edge which is on C(G), then d(f) = 0. Suppose that 
(1) (2) 
I’ ;;:’ (2) I Cm > e* ‘/ 
Any kpzonjugated cycle which contains an edge on C,,, f? C(G) can only be a left kz-conjugated cycle. 
R 
Fig.8. kl - kz. 
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F,={f(d(f)ln},fi~F,,fJ$F,, andC(fi)andC(fj)haveacommonedge, then 
d(f,) = n f 1. We denote the distance of a proper g-sextet C, of G from C(G) by 
M(C,). Then M(C,) =min{d(f)}, where f is any interior face in the interior of C,. 
Lemma 8. Let G be a generalized polyhex graph with at least one Kekule' pattern. 
Then there is no directed cycle in the g-sextet rotation graph D(G) of G. 
Proof. By contradiction. 
Suppose that there is a directed cycle in D(G). Let k,, k,, . . . , k, be on this 
R R R R R 
directed cycle, and k, - k, - +.. - k,_ 1 - k, - k, . Without loss of generali- 
ty we can assume that C, is a proper g-sextet of kl whose distance from C(G) is 
the smallest among all the proper g-sextets of ki for i = 1,2, . . . , t. 
If M(C,,,) =0, then there is an edge e* on C, fl C(G). Since C, is a right 
k,-conjugated cycle and k,=R(k,), Cm is a left k,-conjugated cycle. Then e* must 
not belong to any right k,-conjugated cycle. In fact, by e* E E(C, f-l C(G)), any 
k,-conjugated cycle in G which contains e* must have its interior containing the in- 
terior of C,, so it can only be a left k2-conjugated cycle (see Fig. 8). By the same 
reason, e” must not belong to any right kj-conjugated cycle for i = 3,4, . . . , t. Thus 
if e* is a double (single) bond of k,, then e* must be a single (double) bond of k, 
and R(k,). It means that R(k,)# k,, contradicting our assumption. 
Now we assume that M(C,) >O. Since the k,-double (single) bonds on C, 
change to the k,-single (double) bonds in the g-sextet rotation kl 5 k,, they must 
change back to k,-double (single) bonds in the g-sextet rotations k2 % k3 % ... 
2 k, 5 kl. Therefore each edge on C,, must be on a proper g-sextet of k;, 
25 is t. On the other hand, by our Definition 7, in the exterior of C, there is an 
interior face f of G such that C(f) and C, have a common edge, and 
d(f)<M(C,). Let c be an edge on C(f) 0 C,. Then P must also be on a proper 
g-sextet of some ki, say Ci. It is not difficult to see that the interior of Ci must con- 
tain the interior of f. But then M(C;)<M(C,). This contradicts the choice of 
c 0 PI. 
Lemma 9. Let k be an arbitrary Kekule' pattern of a generalized polyhex graph G. 
After repeating the g-sextet rotation a sufficient number of times, we shall necessari- 
ly arrive at a root Kekule’ pattern of G. 
Proof. If k is not a root Kekule pattern of G, then, by Lemma 3, the outdegree of 
k in D(G) is one. On the other hand, by Lemma 8, there is no directed cycle in D(G). 
NOW it follows from the finiteness of G and D(G) that after repeating the g-sextet 
rotation a sufficient number of times, we shall necessarily 
pattern of G. q 
Lemma 10. For a generalized polyhex graph, there exists 
Kekule’ pattern. 
arrive at a root Kekule 
one and only one root 
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Proof. By Lemma 9, G has at least one root KekuE pattern. 
Suppose that k; and kj are two distinct root Kekul6 patterns of a generalized 
polyhex graph G. Then kink, contains a kj (k,)-conjugated cycle C. Without loss 
of generality, we can assume that C is a right k;-conjugated cycle. So there exists 
a minimal right k,-conjugated cycle in G, contradicting that k, is a root Kekulk 
pattern. 0 
Now, by Lemmas 3 and 8-10, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 11. Let G be a generalizedpolyhexgraph with at least one KekulPpattern. 
Then the g-sextet rotation graph D(G) of G is a directed tree. The root of D(G) cor- 
responds to the root Kekule' pattern of G. 
Clearly, Theorem 11 contains the result in [ 1, Theorem 21, since, for a polyhex 
graph G, the g-sextet rotation graph and the sextet rotation graph of G are the same. 
And it is not difficult to see that the above results are all valid for any polyhex frag- 
ment graphs (or KHFs). The additional result can be proved in a similar way as in 
the present paper. Note that if a KHF graph G has only one Kekul6 pattern in which 
all bonds are fixed, then D(G) reduces to a single point. 
Besides, the above results can be used to prove the following famous conjecture. 
Ohkami-Hosoya conjecture. For any benzenoid hydrocarbon (polyhex graph) G, 
which has at least one KekulPpattern, there exists a one-to-one correspondence be- 
tween KekulP and sextet patterns. 
A proof of the conjecture was already given in 121. But the proof is not complete. 
In [2, Theorem 21, the existence of a root Kekuli pattern was asserted only by the 
finiteness of the KHF graph. Obviously, this is an error. The correct proof is given 
in Lemmas 8-10 in the present paper. 
In [2], the concept of a super sextet of a KHF graph is defined by s-separated right 
conjugated circuits. 
Using the concept of proper g-sextet (namely, minimal right conjugated cycle), 
we can give a strict definition of super sextet. 
Let k be a Kekulk pattern of a generalized polyhex graph G, and let S, be the set 
of all the minimal right k-conjugated cycles in G. Let G, be the graph obtained 
from G by deleting all the vertices which are on the cycles in S, and in their in- 
teriors, and let k1 be the restriction of k to G, . Let S2 be the set of all minimal right 
kl-conjugated cycles in G,, . . . ; continuing this way, we obtain G?, Gj, . . . . and 
&,S$,..., until G, contains no right k/-conjugated cycle. Set S(k) = U:=, S,. We 
call S(k) the super sextet of G corresponding to k. 
A proof of the Ohkami-Hosoya conjecture. To each KekulC pattern k, of G, there 
corresponds a unique super sextet S(k,). 
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Conversely, it is not difficult to see that, if for Kekule patterns ki and kj the 
equation S(k,) = S(kj) holds, then ki = kj. Otherwise, kiAkj contains at least one ki 
(k,)-conjugated cycle C,, say a right ki-conjugated cycle. Since S(ki)=S(kj) and 
they are the sets of all right ki (kj)-conjugated cycles, the edges in kink, are dis- 
joint from each cycle in S(ki). Hence Cij must be in the interior of a cycle in S(ki), 
or in the exterior of each cycle in S(ki). But this contradicts that S(ki) is a super 
sextet corresponding to ki. 
The Ohkami-Hosoya conjecture is thus proved. 0 
For a (generalized) polyhex graph G, other types of transformation graphs of G 
may be introduced. In [7], we defined Z-transformation graphs of hexagonal 
systems and investigated their properties. 
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